
Meditation on Change

3 exercises 36 min - 1 hr 7 min Kriya: Yoga Sets, Meditations, Classic Kriyas

The law of the universe is change. Everything changes. However, with every change in our life, one thing seems not to
change: the attachment to our own ego. You change but your ego does not let you see your own maturity or
potential. This creates a condition of constant hassle in the mind. The diDerence between your reality and your
perception of it (because of the ego) creates doubts and doubts create misery. Doubt steals 3 feet of your auric
radiance. But the ego will not let you change easily. It blocks communication. You must assess yourself to come out of
the darkness. A man fortunate enough to have a Guru can assess himself. Ultimately, to be happy through all change
and to have the full radiance of your soul, there must be surrender of yourself to your higher Self. To aid the process
of self-evaluation and to probe the ego to change and unblock subconscious communication, practice this meditation
each day.

1. Meditation on Change
Comments: After practicing and mastering 31 minutes, you can extend the time to another 31 minutes performed after
the rest period.

Meditation on Change (3 minutes to 31 minutes)
1. Sit with a very straight spine and lift the chest.
2. Bring the hands to the center of the chest. Curl the Pngers into

the pads of the hands, as if making a Pst.
3. The hands touch lightly in two places only: the knuckles of the

Saturn (middle) Pngers and the pads of the thumbs. The thumbs
are extended toward the Heart Center.

4. Hold this position and feel the energy across the thumbs and
knuckles.

5. Begin long, deep breathing. Follow the Row of the breath.

To End
1. Inhale deeply.

Breath Long Deep Breathing



2. Relaxation

Relaxation (5 minutes)
1. Relax.

3. Meditation on Change
Comments: Before adding this second section to your practice, build up to and master the Brst 31 minutes. When
including this second section, be sure to rest for 5 minutes between sections.

Meditation on Change (31 minutes)
1. Sit with a very straight spine and lift the chest.
2. Bring the hands to the center of the chest. Curl the Pngers into

the pads of the hands, as if making a Pst.
3. The hands touch lightly in two places only: the knuckles of the

Saturn (middle) Pngers and the pads of the thumbs. The thumbs
are extended toward the Heart Center.

4. Hold this position and feel the energy across the thumbs and
knuckles.

5. Begin long, deep breathing. Follow the Row of the breath.

To End
1. Inhale deeply.

Breath Long Deep Breathing


